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Addendum 
Volume 87, Number 2 (1990), in the article “The Effect of Domain 
Shape on the Number of Positive Solutions of Certain Nonlinear Equa- 
tions, II,” by E. N. Dancer, pages 316-339: Theorem 2 in our above paper 
can be considerably generalized. This extension covers the examples on 
star-shaped domains mentioned in Remark 1 after Theorem 2. 
Assumed that Q,, n = 1, . . . . co, are bounded connected open sets in R" 
and Q, is a bounded open set in R" (not necessarily connected). We say 
f2,-+,!2, as n-+cc if 
(i) 52,~ 0, for all n and each Q, has Lipschitz boundary, 
(ii) m(Q,\Q,) + 0 as n + co, 
(iii) the natural inclusion i: W’,*(Q,) + L2(Q,) is compact, 
(iv) {4no : u E Cr(Rm)} is dense in W1~*(QO) in the W’,2(a0) norm. 
This is a considerable weakening of the conditions in the above paper. 
It is easy to check that if condition (iii) of the original paper holds, then 
(iii) and (iv) above hold. The example where Q, is two touching balls 
shows that it is a true weakening. 
Then Theorem 2 of the above paper holds for this new definition of 
0, +n a,, as n -+ co. The proof only needs minor modifications. We merely 
point out the differences. Note that we should assume f is C’. (This is 
implicit rather than explicit in the paper.) We obtain y(y) + uy as before, 
except that it is convenient (but not essential) to construct 7 so that f’ is 
bounded on R. We change the definition of i?,, by defining 
if ~652~ 
if x E Q,\Q,. 
E, is now defined on L2(Q,) rather than W’.2(Q0) but this does not 
matter. The remainder of the proof of Theorem 2 is unchanged except that 
we need to be sure that Lemma 2 still holds, that u,, is an isolated solution 
of the equation 
--Au =7(u) in Q, 
au 
av' 0 on ao, 
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in L*(Q,), and that u0 has non-zero index as a fixed point of the map 
A, = ( -d + al)-’ (f + al) on L*(Q,). Here the inverse is for Neumann 
boundary conditions. The latter two results need more care than in the 
original case. Since A, is a continuous mapping of L*(Q,) into W’~*(Q,), 
it suffices to prove that zq, is isolated in W1~*(QO) and that u0 has non-zero 
index as a fixed point of A, on W’**(Q,). Here, as in our paper, we are 
using the commutativity theorem for the degree. As usual, to prove these 
two results it suffices to prove that A, is Frtchet differentiable at q,. 
(Note that I- Ab(u,,) will then be invertible by assumption.) It suffices to 
prove that the map u -Y(U) is Frechet differentiable as a map of W’~*(Q,) 
into L*(sZ,). The easiest way to prove this is to use (iii) and 2.2.1 in 
Yamamuro [2]. 
We have to show that Lemma 2 still holds for our new definition of 
52, -+, Q,, as II -+ co. The argument in the paper shows that w E W’,*(Q,) 
satisfies 
s VwVd+aw+gq5=0 Qo 
for every q5 E C:(P). By assumption (iv) and continuity, it follows that 
this holds for every 4 E W’~*(Q,) and thus w is a solution of 
-Au+au=g in 52, 
au -g=o on aa2,. 
This proves Lemma 2 and hence Theorem 2. 
Remarks. It is easy to show that (iv) holds if there is a compact subset 
K of 32, of capacity zero such that, away from K, Q, has a continuous 
boundary in the sense of Cl, p. 2441. Secondly, (iii) holds if a,, has a finite 
number of components and each component has a continuous boundary in 
the sense of [l]. These two remarks show that assumptions (iii) and (iv) 
are rather weak and that they hold if Q, is two touching spheres or 
if 52, is as in Fig. 7 of our paper. Note that conditions (iii) and (iv) 
are independent. With care the second part of (i) can be entirely 
removed. Moreover, with care, (iii) can be removed if we assume that 
sup{f’(y) : y E [--IX, /I] } < inf G,( - A) where oe denotes the essential 
spectrum and where we are assuming Neumann boundary conditions. In 
addition, with more effort, the condition that Qn 3 Q, can be replaced by 
the condition that there is a compact subset K of .Q, of capacity zero such 
that, if K, c i&\K is compact, then 52,~ K, for large n. This allows holes. 
As a final remark, the methods in our paper can be used to obtain an 
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analogue of Theorem 3 in the case of Neumann boundary conditions (even 
for many systems). As usual, we do not obtain non-degeneracy in the case 
of Neumann boundary conditions. Moreover, our methods can be used for 
some problems with Robin boundary conditions (where non-degeneracy 
usually holds). 
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